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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION
In all industries, people are perhaps the most important of all 
critical resources. This vital resource is especially important in 
industries such as insurance where service to the public is important. 
The insurance industry makes it possible for individuals, business 
firms and others to spread the risk of loss to the collective financial 
backing of the larger mass of individuals and organizations, thus 
reducing the uncertainty of substantial loss to any one member.^
Because the effectiveness and success of an insurance agency depends 
heavily upon its employees, it is useful to examine their character­
istics as well as the characteristics of the agencies for which they 
work.
It is important to the industry to know economic and personnel 
characteristics of the agencies and the people in the agencies. The 
agency can use these indicators as a guide in examining current and 
future operations. In addition there is a need to project the demand 
for personnel and other resources for the industry. Only by examining 
these factors can the industry plan for and develop processes through 
which these resources may be obtained. This, then, was the purpose
John H. Magee and David L. Bickelhaupt, "Insurance and Its 
Significance," General Insurance, ed. Edison L. Bowers and Davis W. 
Gregg (7th ed.; Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., I965),
pp. 20-22.
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of this study: to examine the economic and personnel structure of the
insurance agencies in Montana,
Objectives of the Study
There were four objectives of this study: (1) to examine the
qualifications of the personnel employed in the insurance industry of 
Montana; (2) to develop standards by which the insurance agency can 
measure its operation; (3) to suggest ways in which the insurance 
industry can better serve the public; and (4) to establish a bench­
mark against which future research in insurance can be measured.
By examining the characteristics of the people who are now 
employed in the insurance industry for similarities in background, 
training, education and income some understanding of more desirable 
characteristics of the employee can be developed. As educational 
data, income and working conditions of the various classes of employees 
are examined, agency owners can compare their employees and operations 
with those of other agencies. An individual interested in entering the 
insurance business can evaluate the requirements and characteristics 
of the personnel the insurance industry is seeking.
How well off financially is the individual who works in this 
industry? What is his social position? These questions and others 
were examined by this study. Insurance companies and local agencies 
have often been the object of criticism. To be an insurance man or 
woman is often looked upon with some disdain, especially by young 
potential employees. Criticism is often generated by the lack of 
information and understanding by those outside the industry. All too
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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often insurance is associated with the sharp-talking individual who 
goes door-to-door selling hard-luck stories under the guise of 
insurance instead of with the competitive businessman.
If most employees show similar backgrounds of education or 
other training, this characteristic s h o u l d  provide the employer 
with additional tools to use in the selection of employees. At present, 
there is little evidence to indicate that professional groups in 
Montana, with the possible exception of lawyers , teachers and certified 
public accountants, know very much about their individual members with 
respect to salary, education, age, property ownership and other 
personal characteristics. Agencies within the insurance industry 
expressed a lack of knowledge in this area to the extent that they 
requested a study of this type be undertaken. Working through the 
Montana Insurance Education Foundation, the insurance agencies were 
a major contributor in financing this work.
By gathering and recording data about the insurance agency and 
its employees, an agency can measure its own operation in light of 
conditions in the existing marketplace. Basic data such as income, 
assets and number of employees are a measure of agency strength or 
weakness. Because of the insurance industry*s interest in obtaining 
data of this nature, the Montana Insurance Education Foundation granted
2Carter Williams, "Economic Survey of the Montana Bar," Montana 
law Review. XXV, 1 (Fall, I963), pp. 75-96; see also R. M. Houghton, 
"The Market for Lawyers in Montana," Montana Law Review. XXVI, 2 
(Spring, 1965), pp. 189-96.
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$7,000 toward this and other studies. Other items which were requested 
were: geographic area of primary coverage; amount of taxes paid; 
education of employees and other characteristics of the agencies.
Definitions
In every research project there is a need to define certain 
commonly used terms. All of the following definitions pertain to the 
interpretation of the questionnaires.
Agency— An individual proprietorship, partnership, or corpo­
ration which is writing insurance in Montana.
Individual Proprietorship— An agency with a single owner. This 
does not, however, preclude the sharing of profits with others.
Partnership— An agency with two or more owners.
Corporation— Stockholders are actively engaged in the owner­
ship of the business.
Part-Time Employee— A person who works less than 40 hours per 
week and/or less than 48 weeks per year.
Electronic Data Processing— Equipment which automatically 
processes data. Electronic posting machines or electronic calculators 
are not considered EDP equipment.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Chapter 2 
METHODOLOGY OF THE SURVEY
Much of the primary data gathered in this research originated 
from returns of a lengthgr questionnaire « The basic questionnaire was 
originally developed by Dr. L. E. Pease to obtain data for use in his 
doctoral dissertation for The Ohio State University. In addition to 
the basic questionnaire, twelve personal questions were added to develop 
a more detailed response to personnel problems within the industry.
These twelve questions appeared on a green sheet in the questionnaire 
and were to be filled out by the primary owner or a representative 
agent of each agency.
After the original questionnaire was reviewed and revised, the 
pre-testing began. The printed pre-test questionnaires were personally 
delivered to selected agencies in the greater Missoula area. The 
selection process was done on a stratified basis. Four of the larger 
agencies and eight smaller ones were included. This procedure closely 
approximates the distribution of the agencies listed in the telephone 
directory. In addition to this initial dozen, a second dozen question­
naires were mailed to agencies in Superior, Vaughn, Columbia Falls, 
StevensviUe and Hamilton. These questionnaires included a cover 
letter explaining the need for a response, a return date, instructions 
for completing the questionnaire and a self-addressed, stamped return 
envelope. It is interesting to note that of this group, only one was 
returned. Also, it came back three weeks after the date requested in
5
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the cover letter. So this portion of the pre-test was useless.
Of the dozen hand-carried questionnaires, all were returned 
completed and many suggestions were received as to possible improve­
ments. To supplement the suggestions made on the questionnaire, 
personal interviews were made at six of the agencies. The pre-test 
questionnaire is presented as Appendix A, Part I.
After considerable revision and after having the Montana 
Commissioner of Insurance, Mr. E. V. "Sonny** Omholt, review the 
questionnaire, the questionnaires were distributed via the mail during 
the period of July 6 through July 15, 1970. Mr. Omholt*s office also 
provided a cover letter and return envelopes for the questionnaire.
A copy of that complete packet is presented as Appendix A, Part II.
Sample Size
In total, 2,016 questionnaires were mailed out. Of that total, 
1,564 questionnaires were mailed to fire and casualty agencies in the 
state while 452 were sent to life agencies.
The first group of questionnaires was mailed to all fire and 
casualty agencies held on record with the Insurance Commissioner. The 
second group, the life agencies, was handled differently. In an effort 
to reduce costs and provide a test of the sampling techniques to be 
used in future research, a one-in-four systematic random-sampling 
technique was used in selecting the life insurance agencies.
To make the questionnaires mailed to life agencies distinguish­
able from the casualty group, the words "life. Disability, and Accident
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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and Health." were printed across the top of the questionnaires# These
questionnaires were further coded with a special mark on the punch
cards, which were used in statistical comparison with the casualty
group# To eliminate duplication among agencies licensed to sell both
casualty and life insurance, the published list of licensed agencies,
October, I969, was hand-cheeked by the Insurance Commissioner’s staff.
One additional consideration was undertaken to assure true
population coverage# The Insurance Commissioner in Montana defines
an agency as "a partnership or corporation of multiple employment,
3writing insurance in Montana," while each individual is licensed to 
write a specific type of coverage# The individual, doing business 
under his own name or an assumed name, is listed individually as a 
licensed agent. Both individual licenses and agency licenses appear 
on the same master list# To remove the possibility of duplication of 
names on the mailing list, hand correction and cross-checking were 
necessary#
The following table represents the distribution of returns#
Table 1
Distribution of Questionnaires
Type of Number Number Percentage Percentage
Questionnaire Mailed Returned Group Return Total Return
Fire & Casualty 1,564 430 2?.5 77.6
life & Health 4S2 69 15*3 22.4
Total 2 ,016 499 100.0
^Statement by staff member, Montana Insurance Commission, 
July, 1970.
















Economic Section 7Completed Returns 426
Total 499
Questionnaire Response
The entire mailing consisted of 2,0l6 questionnaires; the over­
all return ratio of 24.7 percent was lower than anticipated. The return 
ratio may not be representative of the entire population of insurance 
personnel in Montana. Nevertheless, the returns do offer a description 
of existing conditions within the agencies that responded. Furthermore, 
evidence indicates the returns may be representative of all agencies.
First, the geographic distribution of returns is representative 
of the population of Montana. Appendix B, Distribution of Returns by 
City, shows 11? cities represented. Further, the number of responses 
returned from a city reflects fairly closely its population. larger 
cities, notably Billings and Great Falls, have the greatest number of 
agencies responding, while Absarokee, Gildford and Raynesford have only 
one respondent. In 19^9» the total population of Montana was 694,000 
persons. Billings and Great Falls had a combined population of
4Ü. S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United 
States 1971. (92nd ed.; Washington, D. C.; 1971), Table 12, p. 14.
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approximately 170,000 persons^ representing approximately 25 percent 
of the population of the state. The response rate from these two 
cities represents 20.7 percent of the total. The remaining distribu­
tion closely parallels this relationship of response to population of 
the cities represented.
Second, the type of business organization is also divided as 
one might expect in a rural state. Small independent agencies make 
up 64,2 percent of the returns, partnerships 11,3 percent, and 
corporations the remaining 24,5 percent. Considering the geographic 
distribution of the returns and the type of business organization the 
sample is certainly representative of a wide variety of agencies over 
virtually all of the state and closely approximates the residential 
need for insurance service. Other statistics such as agency income, 
age of the principal agent and educational background of employees, 
displayed in later chapters, were well distributed throughout the entire 
range of the data. Because this is the first attempt at developing an 
accurate, descriptive portrait of this specific group of individuals in 
this industry, the non-response bias is considered nominal and can, 
therefore, be ignored as a condition of the findings. It is further 
acknowledged that when future studies of this population are conducted, 
the findings could be quite different. Nevertheless, the 24,7 percent 
return ratio of a total population should be considered a benchmark 
against which further measurements can be made.
Table 1, Indian Land and Population of Montana and Wyoming," 
Montana Business Quarterly. Vol. 8, No. 4 (Jan, 1970, Autumn 1970), 
p. 17.
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Major Division of the Survey
The questionnaire was divided into two parts, the Agency section 
(Part I) printed on white paper and the Personnel section (Part II) 
printed on green paper (see Appendix A). Part I, Agency data, is 
intended to be examined as a basis upon which comparisons can be made 
in determining the financial health of individual agencies, the size 
of the typical agency, its location in the community and its mode of 
operation. These specific elements are indicators of business profit­
ability and can thus be used by individual proprietorships in their 
own examination of operating procedures.
Part II of the questionnaire. Personnel data, is intended to 
describe existing characteristics of insurance marketing personnel.
The data attempt to display characteristics of an individual which 
may be useful in recruiting and holding qualified people in the industry. 
The variables selected are in no way value judgments in and for them­
selves. They are intended as a means of portraying attributes which 
describe existing marketing personnel.
Data Handling
In most cases the returned data were coded and punched on IBM 
cards for use on the general program (BMD-0^) available at the Highway 
Department in Helena, Montana. In this program the computer was 
programmed to provide totals, medians, means and modal characteristics 
of all the various data groups. In addition, the new CROSTABS program 
was utilized. This second program provided the folloi/ing: the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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percentage breakdown of each coded group by row, column and total;
Chi Square with Tates Correction; and Pearson's Contingency Coeffi­
cient. Each of these statistics was analyzed individually as a check
for usefulness and validity, but all were provided by the computer
in a single run (see Appendix C).
There were five items on the questionnaire which were not
punched into the program. The items were; age by sex (Table 9);
education by sex (Table 10); income by type of employment— owner's, 
full-time and part-time (Tables 11, 12 and 13 respectively); work week 
by sex (Table 14); and nationality of the principal owner (Tables 
19» 19*1, 19*2 and 19*3)• This method of handling was selected 
because of the multiple space requirements within the parameters of 
the coding system.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Chapter 3 
FINDINGS OF THE SDRVET
The purpose of Chapter 3 is to examine the data produced in 
the survey for its relevance in developing an accurate portrait of 
insurance personnel in Montana. The first portion of this chapter 
examines the insurance agency- After examining the agency, the indi­
vidual agent is examined. The data that supports the examination pres­
ented in the following pages are found in Appendix C.
The Insurance Agency
The insurance agency is difficult to characterize because of 
its wide variation in size and business organization. Of the 408 
agencies responding in the survey, 264 (64.7 percent) were single 
proprietorships; 43 (10,5 percent) were partnerships; and 101 (24.8 
percent) were corporations.
When the agency was analyzed using the number of years it had 
been in business as the independent variable, some interesting patterns 
developed. The results of this analysis are displayed in Table 2. 
Within the single proprietorship form of business organization, ?0 
percent have begun operation since 1950# 45 percent have been in 
operation less than ten years and 24 percent have been in business less 
than five years.
12
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The partnerships, while making up only 10.5 percent of the 
total agency response, have quite a different pattern of development. 
Most of these partnerships are well established firms of long duration. 
Thirty-one of the 43 (72.1 percent) have been in business at least six 
years but less than 25 years, while only 6.7 percent are newly formed 
within the last five years.
Table 2
Number of Tears in Insurance Business as Compared to 
Type of Business Organization
Years in 
Business
Percentage Response by Category 
Single
Proprietorships Partnerships Corporations
Less than 5 24.2 7 .0 1 7 .8
6 - 1 0 2 1 .6 20 .9 18.8
11 - 15 15 .2 18.6 15 .8
16 - 20 16 .7 16.3 17 .8
21 - 25 9 .5 16 .3 17 .8
26 - 30 5 .7 9 .3 6 .9
31 - 40 4 .9 9 .3 3 .0
41 - 50 1.9 2 .3 2.0
51 and Over 0.4 0.0 0,0
The corporate form of business organization makes up 24.8 
percent of the total responding agencies. Corporate agencies have 
still a different pattern of development which more closely parallels
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the formation of the single proprietorship. Eighteen percent of the 
incorporated insurance agencies of Montana are less than five years 
old. Thirty-six percent are less than ten years old and an additional 
51 percent are less than 25 years old.
CMxbining all forms of business organization in relation to the 
duration of their business, 41.7 percent of all agencies are less than 
ten years old, and the average age of the agency is 14.4 years. This 
recent growth in agency starts, particularly in corporate agency 
formation, is apparently the result of a combination of factors. The 
data are inconclusive as to precisely why this occurred. Among the more 
plausible explanations are the increase in population during the period 
and agencies being sold or combining under a different name. There 
appears to be another trend in agency formation which was evident in 
the data. Sixty-three percent of the newly formed single proprietor­
ships indicated the majority of their income came from a single form 
of insurance coverage. The corporate agency indicated a more diverse 
source of income from several lines of insurance and from the sale of 
investment funds or mutuals. The relatively large number of new corp­
orate agency formations appears to be the result of individual 
specialization in the corporate form of business. Ey incorporating 
and offering individual agents who specialize in a particular area of 
insurance, the agency offers the consumer a full service.
Analyzing the number of business starts, it appears that 41.7 
percent of the agencies responding began operation within the past 
ten years. The other half of the picture is the mortality rate among 
agencies. Surprisingly, the highest termination rate occurs between
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the sixth and fifteenth years. This phenomenon may be explained in 
part by the combination of services among agencies and the continuing 
high rate of corporation formation. In the development of this study 
it became evident that insurance agencies do not simply go out of 
business. The parent compaiQr often moves the business location or 
transfers the policies to another agency in the area. More frequently, 
the agency combines with another agency and changes its name as 
described earlier.
The analysis of business location by type of business organi­
zation offers an interesting aspect of the agency profit. Three 
hundred seventy-four agencies were correlated in this cross tabulation 
(see Table 3)*
Table 3
Type of Business Organization 
vs. Business Location in the Community









but Remote from the 
Downtown Center or 
Shopping Center
Single
Propriet orship 49.4 3 0 .4 5 .9 14.3
Partnership 78.3 6 .5 4 .3 10.9
Corporation 69 .2 6.6 6.6 17 .6
Fifty-eight percent of all agencies were located in the central 
business district of the community while 22 percent were located in a 
private residence. Remote separate offices and agency offices located in
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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shopping centers make up the remaining 21 percent of the agencies.
Single proprietorships make up 63 percent of the total responses. 
Of these, 49.4 percent were located in the central business district 
of the community and 30 percent were operating out of a private 
residence. Thirty-four of these businesses were located in separate 
offices remote from the central downtown area, while only fourteen were 
located in shopping center areas.
The partnerships were heavily concentrated in the downtown 
areas. Seventy-eight percent were located in this area of the community. 
This heavy concentration may be due in part to their age as compared 
to the other types of organizations.
The corporate fom of business was also concentrated in the 
downtown area of the community, with 69 percent being located in this 
region. Considering the numerical distribution of agencies within the 
state and the relatively few cities which have extensive remote shopping 
center complexes, this distribution could have been expected. Because 
the smaller communities of the state hold such an important place in 
an agriculturally based economy, the trend toward urbanization of the 
population and thus its service organizations is less pronounced than 
in other states. With nearly half of the agencies of the state located 
in the seven population centers (see Appendix b), the trend toward 
agency occupation of the shopping centers or separate office complexes 
is likely to appear within the next decade. The corporate form of 
business also showed the highest c(mcentration of offices in separate 
quarters. This, too, points to the combination of capital investment 
and additional services provided by multiple lines in a single location.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Geographic Location of Agencies
The geographic location of the agency Is another important 
aspect of the agency profit. Looking at the state as a whole, 4?.l 
percent of the Insurance businesses are located In the seven major 
population centers of the state (see Appendix b ). With 53 percent of 
the insurance agencies located in smaller towns and cities of the state, 
away from major population centers, a large distance traveled in 
pursuit of business might be expected. In spite of this expectation, 
the average primary coverage area of the agency is 17.3 miles. There 
are, of course, agencies whose primary coverage area is much larger 
than that indicated by the average because the dispersion represented 
by the standard deviation is 21,7 miles.
Responding agencies in total owned 3^3 automobiles which 
traveled a computed 6,480,000 miles during 1969, This represents an 
average of 21,300 miles for each automobile. This average figure is 
not exceptionally high when taken in the light of the number of 
rural agencies.
Agency Income and Net Worth
The average agency income for all types of agencies was $4-3,280̂  
for 1969. Table 4 displays this response by type of agency. Four
gTo develop the average agency income, the agencies that respon­
ded with 0 income or left this question blank on the questionnaire were 
removed from the sample. Of the 485 responses, I89 (38.9 percent) 
responded in this manner leaving a sample of 296 numerical responses. 
Because the computer program would not accept blank data entries, all 
none responses and zero income entries were coded as zero.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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hundred sixteen responses were examined in this analysis. From 
Table 4 it is clear that the majority of the single proprietorships 
are small and the majority of corporate agencies are somewhat larger.
The majority of the none responses to the question on total 
agency income were concentrated in the single proprietorships (78.9 
percent) and in the corporations (17*9 percent). This pattern of 
none responses to the question was approximately consistent throughout 
the survey. This relatively even none response rate was apparent in 
the data on agency net worth, amount of state and federal taxes paid 
during the period, miles traveled in pursuit of business and, to a 
lesser degree, in almost all the questions. This response probably 
came from two major sources: (1) small agencies who did not see the
relevance of the study and (2) corporations where the data may have 
been more difficult to obtain or where it may have been a more 
sensitive issue.
Annual agency income as represented by the I969 income figures 
shows a pattern which could be expected. Single proprietorship 
incomes are concentrated in income brackets ranging from zero to 
$12,500. Partnership income concentrations range to a slightly higher 
level with only 1 2 .8 percent reporting incomes of more than $37*500. 
More than half of the corporations reported incomes ranging from 
$22 ,500 to more than $100,000 during the same period.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Table k





$ —0“ 97 36 .3 4 8 .5 22 21.6
2,500 33 12.4 7 14.9 6 5 .9
7,500 36 13 .5 6 12.8 7 6 .9
12,500 30 11.2 5 10.6 6 5 .9
17,500 20 7 .5 5 10.6 6 5 .9
22,500 28 10 .5 6 12.8 16 15 .7
37,500 16 6.0 8 17 .0 11 10.8
75,000 3 1.1 2 4 .3 11 10.8
100,000 & Over 4 ._1.5 4 __ 16.7
Total 267 100.0 47 100.0 102 100.0
When comparing the net worth and total agency income of the 
agencies to the number of years they have been in business, a very 
similar pattern can be observed (see Table 5)» In both cases 48^ 
responses were received. No variations occurred at any point in the 
number of responses which appeared in each year category. There were 
some minor variations in the value of the income and net worth columns. 
Table 5 displays these variables holding number of years constant.






















Number of Years in Business to Total Agency Income (A) and Net Worth (B) Comparison































Business A B A B A B A B A B A B A B A B A 6 A 6
0 to 5 63 64 13 12 18 6 5 3 3 4 5 11 1 4 1 6 2 1 111 111
6 to 10 43 53 8 7 12 7 20 3 8 4 10 15 3 9 0 4 2 4 106 106
11 to 15 28 31 7 9 8 2 4 1 7 4 3 12 8 8 6 2 3 5 74 74
16 to 20 25 33 6 4 8 6 5 7 1 12 8 6 11 5 5 5 5 5 80 80
21 to 25 11 13 3 1 3 4 4 0 4 6 11 10 8 8 3 6 8 7 55 55
26 to 30 5 10 5 1 0 2 3 1 0 3 5 3 4 3 1 2 4 2 27 27
31 to 40 7 8 2 1 0 1 1 0 2 2 3 2 4 1 0 4 1 1 20 20
41 to 50 6 6 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 11 11
51 & Over 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
Total 189 218 45 38 50 31 44 13 31 24 50 61 34 45 16 29 25 26 485 485
O
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For each category (number of years in business) the number of 
entries is the same. The number of zero entries is different in most 
cases but the patterns are clearly the same. Pearson's Contingency 
Coefficient is 0.46 and 0.39 for the agency income and net worth of the 
agency, respectively. The coeffiecient is not high on either of these 
two variables but the number of entries within each cell of the matrix 
is more than coincidental (see Appendix C). In most cases, numbers of 
agencies with high incomes also have high net worths. This indicates 
that as an agency becomes more mature, it tends to accumulate assets 
associated with the business. The average net worth of the responding 
agencies is $37,621.72 for 1969» with an average net income of $43,280.
Agency Income vs. Property Ownership
Agency income is also directly related to home ownership of 
the principal owner. As agency income increases the tendency toward 
hcmie ownership also increases. This relationship is less dramatic in 
the area of other property for rent or lease. Nevertheless, the 
pattern is consistent as demonstrated in Table 6. As the agency income 
rises, the principal owner has a tendency to own his own home as well 
as own other rental property. No distinction was made in the question­
naire as to whether the rental property is residential or commercial. 
This would have been a useful distinction.
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Table 6
Annual Agency Income vs. Property Ownership 










Response Rent Lease Own
Total
Response No Tes
$ 0 192 12.0 1.0 87.0 199 70.9 2 9 .1
$1-4,999 43 7.0 2.3 90.7 46 63 .0 3 7 .0
$5,000-9,999 48 6.3 4.2 8 9 .6 50 68 .0 3 2 .0
$10,000-14,999 42 2.4 0 .0 97.6 45 68 .9 3 1 .1
$15,000-19,999 31 3.2 0.0 96.8 31 67 .7 32 .3
$20,000-24,999 49 6.1 2.0 9 1 .8 50 5 0 .0 5 0 ,0
$25,000-49,999 33 6.1 0.0 93.9 33 60 .6 2 9 .4
$50,000-99,999 16 6.3 0.0 93.8 17 64.7 35 .3
$100,000 & Over 25 0.0 0.0 100.0 24 2 2 ^ 6 2 .5
Total 479 7.7 1.3 9 1 .0 495 64.8 3 5 .2
Note: Data may not add to 100$ because of rounding.
Electronic Data Processing as a Part of Business Operations
Electronic data processing (EDP) is becoming an important part 
of modern business. As an indication of this trend in the insurance 
industry, the agencies were asked to estimate how much of their 
insurance business was supported or handled by EDP equipment owned by 
the agency. The response in 25 percent intez-vals ranged from 0 to 100 
percent. When EDP use was analyzed against total agency income it
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appeared to be fairly evenly distributed throughout the agencies 
regardless of their income. Table 7 displays the response data.
Table 7
Annual Agency Income vs. Amount of Electronic 
Data Processing Used
















$ 0 194 92 .3 1 .0 2 .6 0 .5 3 .6
$1-4,999 45 80.0 8 .9 0 .0 8 .9 2 .2
$5,000-9,999 49 67 .3 10 .2 8 .2 4.1 10 .2
$10,000-14,999 44 6 8 .2 2 .3 9 .1 4 .5 15 .9
$15,000-19,999 31 7 4 .2 6 .5 6 .5 6 .5 6 .5
$20,000-24,999 50 5 8 .0 22 .0 2 .0 8 .0 10 .0
$25,000-49,999 35 6 0 .0 11.4 2.9 0.0 25 .7
$50,000-99,999 17 64.7 11.8 5 .9 0.0 17 .6
$100,000 & Over 24 41.7 20.8 O2O. 29 .2
Total 489 7 6 .1 7 .4 4.1 3 .1 9 .4
Note: Data may not add to 100̂ 6 because of rounding
This type of response on the use of EDP equipment may be due 
in part to the practice of using a central computer facility, owned by 
the parent company, to handle billing once the policy is in force.
Many national insurance companies provide this service to the agency.
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Seventy-six percent of the total respondents said they owned no EDP 
equipment. The remaining agencies that owned EDP equipment were concen­
trated in the 1 to 25 percent category and the 76 to 100 percent cate­
gory. The first group might reflect the use of company-owned computers 
mentioned above. Agencies with larger annual income appear to own 
their equipment.
Other Selected Characteristics of the Agency
The amounts of wages, salaries and commissions paid by the 
agencies were widely varied. Two hundred eighty-four agencies responded 
to this question with a mean response of $26 ,050 paid in wages, salaries 
and commissions. With 214 agencies not responding and considering the 
average income of the agency was only $43,280, the payroll of the 
agency for compensation represents approximately 60 percent of the 
total sales income.
Insurance agencies employ an estimated 5*1-00 persons in Montana. 
Insurance agencies replace approximately 37 percent of their employees 
each year. This employment turnover seems troublesome until it is 
analyzed. Many of the employees leaving the agency (35«2 percent of 
the total) are part-time employees. These part-time employees can be 
split into two basic groups— clerical and sales personnel. Of the 114 
agencies which specified why personnel left the agency, two reasons 
for leaving were given. Secretarial-clerical personnel took positions 
with the agencies on a temporary basis. They took the jobs to 
supplement their income for a specific purpose or to assist their
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husbands through school* Salesmen, who made up 48 percent of this 
group, found they did not like the work and went on to find other types 
of work. The remaining 64,8 percent of the people leaving the agency 
are undefined. Because of the lack of conclusive data, only sketchy 
results can be drawn from the returns, Six agencies reported that at 
least one agent went into the military services and three others reported 
that agents transferred to another agency. The remaining personnel 
were not described by the returns.
As previously stated, agencies paid an average of $26,050 in 
wages during I969. If the average wages per respondent agency are 
expanded to the number of agencies in the state, total industry wages 
for insurance exceeded $52 million in I969.
Salaries ranged from a low of $450 per year for an individual 
agent selling insurance on a part-time basis to over $50 ,000 per year 
for the owner of a large agency. Male employees working full time 
(40 to 48 hours per week) have a mean salary range of $10,000 to $12,499* 
The mean salary range for female employees was from $4,000 to $4,999*
This mean salary range reflects the difference in both type of job and 
working conditions. Mary female employees work only part time (see 
Table 13) and are not selling insurance as are the majority of men.
The insurance agency is an important industry in Montana for 
several additional reasons. Insurance agencies own more than 
$20,700,000 worth of real property in the state. The combined state 
and local taxes paid on this property averaged $2,966 for each agency. 
Projecting the tax burden to the entire population of the survey, 
insurance agencies paid more than $5 ,500,000 in taxes during I969.
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The Insurance Agent
So far in this chapter, general physical and economic 
characteristics of the typical insurance agency have been examined. 
Characteristics of agents are evaluated in the following pages.
Heritage of the Insurance Agent
Montana insurance personnel are strongly linked to northern 
European peoples by ancestral heritage. All the major northern 
European countries were listed among the responses to nationality of 
owners. English, German and French descendants were among the more 
frequent to appear (see Appendix C), There was one noticeable 
exception to the nationality breakdown of the agents— the lack of 
minority representation among agents. Only three of the agents listed 
any American Indian heritage and no oriental, Spanish-American or negro 
responses were returned. This response may be due in part to the 
relatively few members of minority peoples living within the state.
It does, however, point to the fact that perhaps the Indian population 
of the state, which makes up _$.l percent of the population , may be 
an untapped insurance market that could be reached more effectively 
by agencies employing persons of Indian heritage. With the advent of
’̂ ••1970 Population Table #1," 1971 Ü. S. Statistical Abstract. 
p. 12 for total population of Montana; "Table 1 Indian Lands and 
Populations of Montana and Wyoming, January 1, 1970," Montana Business 
Quarterly. Autumn 1970, Vol. 8, No. 4, p. 17.
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the American Indian movement and the close tribal association ties 
the Indian peoples are developing, agencies serving areas with 
Indian populations might find Indian agents more effective in serving 
this segment of society. Not only does the minority agent develop 
a rapport with the client based on the minority relationship, but 
he may be able to understand the client’s specific needs better than 
someone with a dissimilar background.
Age of Insurance Personnel
Four hundred eighty-two agency owners responded to the age 
question on the survey. They ranged in age frcm. 25 to 60 years, with 
a mean age of 48 years. No agency owner was less than 25 years of age. 
Of the 482 respondents, 220 were over 50 years of age and 10? were 
between 25 and 39 years old. It would appear from Table 8 that the 
majority of the agents are long-time insurance men and women. More 
than 55 percent of the owners have been in the insurance business more 
than 10 years, the average being 14.5 years for all agency owners.
Age of Etarolovees
Employees of agencies are somewhat younger than the owners 
(see Table 9)» The majority of the males (54.7 percent) are between 
the ages of 35 and 54 years. The average age of the male employee is 
39*9 years. The average of the female employee is 38.7 years. There 
were more women in the younger age groups than men and fewer than were 
expected in the older categories.




















Number of Years in the Insurance Business
3(/)
o'
Percentage Response by Category 





Resnonses 0-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 26-30 31-40. 41-50 51-Over
Under 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25-29 27 74.1 25.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30-54 36 61.1 38.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
35-39 44 22.7 43.2 29.5 4 .5 0 0 0 0 0
40-44 67 32.8 26.9 28.4 10.4 1.5 0 0 0 0
45-49 88 13.6 22.7 18.2 28.4 15.9 1.1 0 0 0
50-54 73 16.4 15.1 13.7 24.7 17.8 9.6 2.7 0 0
55-59 70 11.4 11.4 11.4 20.0 21.4 11.4 11.4 1.4 0
60-0ver 77 6 .5 11.7 10.4 15.6 15.6 14.3 11.7 13.0 1.3
Totals 482 23.0 22.0 15.4 16.4 11.4 5 .6 3 .9 2.3 0.2
00







































^ of Total 
Female 
Respondents
^ of Total 
Respondents 
Both Sexes
15 to 19 17 3 00.3 00.2 14 03.4 01.1
20 to 24 91 36 04.0 02.7 55 13.5 04.2
25 to 29 162 95 10.4 07.2 67 16.5 05.1
30 to 3^ 139 97 10.6 07.4 42 10.3 03.2
35 to 39 162 118 13.0 09.0 44 10.8 03.3
40 to 44 175 129 14.2 09.1 46 11.3 03.5
45 to 49 177 138 15.1 10.5 39 09.6 03.0
50 to 54 161 114 12.5 08.6 47 11.6 03.6
55 to 59 116 94 10.3 07.1 22 05.4 01.7
60 to 64 63 48 05.3 03.6 15 03.7 01.1
65 to 69 32 20 02.2 01.5 12 03.0 00.9
70 & Over 22 19 02.1 01.4 3 00.7 00.2
Totals 1,317 911 100.0 68.3 406 98.8 30.9
rv)VÛ
Note: Data may not add to 100 percent because of rounding.
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Educational Background of Agency Bnployees
Insurance agents and employees of insurance agencies are well 
educated. Of the 1,526 total employees represented by the responding 
agencies, 243 (15*9 percent) had completed at least a bachelors degree 
(see Table 10). An additional 24 had completed a second degree beyond 
the bachelors level. Over 90 pei-cent of these employees were males.
In addition, 77 men and two women had completed advanced training 
including the Chartered life Underwriter, Chartered Property and 
Casualty Underwriter, law and Certified Public Accountant. An additional 
27 reported completing company courses in insurance. This emphasizes 
the insurance industry’s interest in providing the agents with 
additional training in the field and the individual’s interest in 
additional training.
On the other end of the educational scale, only 64 of the 
employees indicated less than a high school educational attainment.
This segment was again heavily weighted toward the males, 72 percent 
being male and 28 percent being female. The largest group of employees 
were those with no further than high school training. Two hundred 
ninety-nine males and I76 females, or 31 *1 percent of the entire work 
force, fall into this category.
Four hundred forty-one employees have had some college education. 
Three hundred eight males and one hundred thirty-three females have 
done some work in colleges or universities. One hundred twenty-eight 
men and 23 women indicated that they had completed at least two years 
of college. The women in this category who normally provide support in
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clerical or secretarial areas could be expected from a sample of this 
size. However, in light of the limited community college facilities 
available in Montana, the number of males in this category is 
surprisingly high. Eight percent of the male employees have the 
potential to complete a Bachelor of Arts degree with an additional 
two years of academic training. As the standard for education contin­
ues to rise in the United States as a whole, the insurance industry 
in Montana is in a unique position of being able to increase substan­
tially the educational base of its employees. By offering employment 
and an educational incentive the industry could improve its educational 
base at only nominal cost if the facilities were available statewide. 
Considering the concentration of agencies in the cities of the state 
where colleges and universities are located, the industry could mount 
a statewide educational opportunities program to upgrade its present 
work force as well as attract additional bright young people into the 
industry. The combination of applied technique and academic training 
has proved very successful in other fields. Table 10 displays the 
educational attainment of the insurance employees.
A significant drawback was inherent in the design of the question­
naire. Because of the way in which the questions on education and 
salary of employees were asked, no correlation between these two 
variables is possible. In the case of agency owners salary data is 
available but no education data was gathered. This was an oversight 
and should be corrected in further studies.






































8th Grade or Less 27 24 02.1 01.6 3 00.8 00.2
Some High School 37 22 01.9 01.4 15 04.0 01.0
High School Graduate 475 299 25.9 19.6 176 47.3 11.5Commercial School 112 52 04.5 03.4 60 16.1 03.9
College
1 Year 115 82 07.1 05.4 33 08.9 02.2
2 Years 151 128 11.1 08.4 23 06.2 01.5
3 Years 63 46 04.0 03.0 17 04.6 01.1
Graduate 243 218 18.9 14.3 25 06.7 01.6
Master's Degree 2k 2k 02.1 01.6 -0- -0- -0-
C.L.U. and/or C.P.C.U.
C.L.U. 49 49 04.2 03.2 -0- -0- — Q—
C.P.C.U. 7 7 00.6 00.4 -0- —0— -0-
Professional
law 20 18 01.5 01.2 2 00.5 00.1
C.P.A. 3 3 00.3 00.2 -0- -0- -0-
Insurance Education 
Diplomas
L.O.M.A. 1 1 00.1 00.1 -0- -0- -0-
L.I.A.M.A. 15 11 00.9 00.7 k 01.1 00.3
L.U.T.C. 81 78 06.8 05.1 3 00.8 00.2
State Association
Seminars 103 92 08.0 06.0 11 02.9 tNJ








Note: Data may not add to 100^ because of rounding.
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Military Affiliation as a Source of Employees
In an effort to provide data on possible recruitment sources 
for new employees, two questions were asked about military affiliations 
of the agents. The first question, "in what branch of the military 
service did you serve?" revealed the majority (128) of the agents 
served in the Army- Seventy-six agents seirved in the Navy, seventy- 
three served in the Airforce, twelve served in the Marine Corps and 
one served with the Coast Guard. Eleven agents served with the 
National Guard, three were members of other military organizations. 
Twenty-six didn’t respond to the question. Twenty-eight percent of 
the respondents indicated no military affiliation.
The second question on military service was the highest rank 
each agent held while in the service. These responses were reclassi­
fied into two groups, officers and enlisted. Ninety agents were 
officers, representing 2 9 .0 percent, and 220 or 70.9 percent were 
enlisted members of the armed forces. The remaining I89 did not 
respond to the question.
With 72 percent of the agents having served in a branch of the 
military service and the increased emphasis and opportunities offered 
by the G, I, Bill, many young veterans are returning to the colleges 
and universities. If its employment opportunities were made known 
and specific training in cooperation with work experience on the job 
were emphasized, a larger number of these veterans could be drawn into 
the expanding insurance industry.
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Projecting the need for replacement personnel out ten years, 
at the current level of employment, 2 ,500 agents will be required 
1979» The average age of key agents and owners is now 48 years. In 
fourteen years, this age will reach 62 and the majority of these people 
will be eligible for retirement. This trend would indicate a contin­
uing need for trained insurance personnel. At present time 223, or 
44.7 percent, of the agents began their insurance careers on a part- 
time basis. VH.th this historic trend toward beginning experience in 
the insurance industry on a part-time basis and an availability of 
academic training as a part of the insurance profession, a work 
experience program for insurance personnel seems to be a progressive 
and effective method of both upgrading cvtrrent employees* educational 
bases and service capability and recruiting and training the numbers 
of potential replacement people for the industry.
Owner* s Personal Income
Table 11 displays the income, wages, salaries and commissions 
earned by owners of insurance agencies. The mean income of all owners 
was $9,400. There appears to be a strong correlation between age and 
number of years in the insurance business to income. This relationship 
was expected. Two other aspects of Table 11 are apparent. Forty-two 
owners listed their income at le«s than $1,000. This would indicate 
that these agency owners are not relying on insurance income as their 
primary source of income. Fifty-six percent of the owners earned less 
than $9,000 from their insurance agencies during 1969. These two 
factors again confirm the hypothesis that the majority of agencies



































% of Total 
Female 
Responses
% of Total 
Responses
$ 0- 999 52 42 10.9 10 13.7 11.4
1,000- 1,999 29 22 5.7 7 9.6 6.3
2,000- 2,999 30 23 6.0 7 9.6 6.6
3,000- 3,999 43 23 6.0 20 27.4 9.4
4,000- 4,999 20 13 3.4 7 9.6 4.4
5,000- 5,999 26 19 4.9 7 9.6 5.7
6,000- 6,999 23 20 5.2 3 4.1 5.0
7,000- 7,999 27 26 6.7 1 1.4 5.9
8,000- 8,999 21 19 4.9 2 2.7 4.6
9,000- 9,999 17 14 3.6 3 4.1 3.7
10,000-12,499 48 45 11.7 3 4.1 10.5




































% of Total 
Female 
Responses
% of Total 
Responses
$15,000-17,499 27 26 6.7 1 1.4 5.9
17,500-19,999 16 16 4.2 —0— -0- 3.5
20,000-29,999 35 34 8.8 1 1.4 7.6
30,000-39,999 6 6 1.6 —0— —0— 1.3
40,000-49,999 3 3 0.8 —0“ -0- 0.6
50,000 & Over 3 3 0.8 —0— —O— 0.6
Total 458 385 100.0 73 100.1 100.0




in Montana are small.
Agency Etaployees* Income
Bnployees* income can be divided into two categories— full-time 
employees (Table 12) and part-time employees (Table 13)» Full-time 
male employees* salaries range from less than $1,000 to over $50,000  
per year. The modal income for males was in the $8,000 to $9,000 per 
year category. Sixty-three percent of the employees were concentrated 
between $6,000 and $15 ,000 a year.
Female employees earned considerably less than did the males.
The modal income for women ranged in the $4,000 and $5,000 category.
Wages for women employees were heavily concentrated between $4,000 and 
$7,000. Seventy-six percent of the female employees fell into this range.
Part-time employees represent 28 percent of the labor force for 
all agencies responding to the survey. No part-time employee made more 
than $7,000 per year. Table 13 displays the income characteristics of 
the employees.
Bnnloyees* Work Week
With the exception of part-time employees, insurance personnel 
work between 40 and 49 hours per week. Five hundred thirty-four males 
and 137 female employees (43.5 percent) fall into this category. Table 
14 displays the hours worked.
In spite of the large majority of agents who work more than 
a normal 40-hour week, 15 percent of the employees devote less than 
half of their week*s work to insurance. Considering that only 28































% of Total 
Female 
Responses
% of Total 
Responses
$ 0- 999 9 5 1.6 4 2.4 1.9
1,000- 1,999 9 6 2.0 3 1.8 1.9
2,000- 2,999 11 6 2.0 5 3.0 2.4
3,000- 3,999 6 2 0.6 4 2.4 1.3
4,000- 4,999 89 12 4.0 77 47.0 19.1
5,000- 5,999 37 9 3.0 28 17.1 7.9
6,000- 6,999 40 27 8.9 13 7.9 8.6
7,000- 7,999 43 36 11.9 7 4.3 9.2
8,000- 8,999 42 40 13.2 2 1.2 9.0
9,000- 9,999 33 29 9.6 4 2.4 7.1
10,000-12,499 36 35 11.6 1 0.6 7.7



































% of Total 
Female 
Responses
% of Total 
Responses
$15,000-17,499 19 19 6.3 —0- —0— 4.1
17,500-19,999 23 15 5.0 8 4.9 4.9
20,000-29,999 21 21 6.9 —0- —0— 4.5
30,000-39,999 9 9 3.0 -0- —0— 1.9
40,000-49,999 9 2 0.7 7 4.3 1.9
50,000 & Over 4 4 1.3 -0- -0- 0.9
Total 466 302 99.9 164 99.9 99.9

































% of Total 
Female 
Responses
% of Total 
Responses
$ 0- 999 62 38 39.2 24 28.9 34.4
1,000-1,999 46 16 16.5 30 36.2 25.6
2,000-2,999 22 7 7.2 15 18.1 12.2
3,000-3,999 13 4 4.1 9 10.8 7.2
4,000-4,999 12 7 7.2 5 6.0 6.7
5,000-5,999 23 23 23.7 —0— -0- 12.8
6,000-6,999 2 2 2.1 —0— -0- 1.1






















0- 9 115 10.3 07.5 27 06.4 01.8
10-19 53 04.8 03,4 28 06.6 01.8
20-29 37 03.3 02,4 90 21.2 05.8
30-39 141 12.6 09 .2 135 3 1 .8 08.7
40-49 534 47.9 34.7 137 32 .2 08.9
50-59 193 17.3 12.5 7 01.6 00.5
60-0ver 42 03.8 02.7 1 00.2 00.1
Total 1,115 100.0 72.4 425 100.0 2 7 .6
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percent of the labor force is made up of part-time employees, a consid­
erable portion of the full-time people are not pursuing insurance sales 
on a full-time basis. The difference in work week cannot be explained 
adequately from the data and is a subject for future research.
Other Personnel Characteristics
The survey made possible the examination of other more personal 
aspects of the insurance agent. The principal owner or key agent of 
the particular agency was asked some additional personal questions. 
Principal owners and key agents belonged to an average of 3.6 clubs 
or fraternal organizations. Table I5 displays the responses to the 
question.
The most frequent response to the question on organization 
membership was three. Twenty-one percent of the agents fell into 
this category. The distribution within the sample was fairly evenly 
distributed over the entire range. The average shown earlier may 
appear slightly over-stated if the table is examined closely. The 
34 responses which were coded 9 (indicating 8 or more) averaged 12.2 
responses each as taken directly from the survey. Thus the numerical 
average is correct.
The agents were asked to what religious faith they belonged. 
Three hundred fifty of the respondents indicated a Protestant faith,
100 indicated Catholic, 3 Jewish, 13 other and 12 answered none.
Eighteen did not answer the question. In light of the strong northern 
European ancestry discussed earlier, a 70.1 percent Protestant church 
affiliation is not surprising. With an additional 20 percent affiliated
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with the Catholic church, over 90 percent of the agents are affiliated 
with a church within their respective communities.
Ninety-four percent of the key agents or owners are married.
The average agent has 2-7 children. He has lived in Montana an 
average of 37*3 years and has been in the insurance business 14.4 
years. Eighty-four percent of the agents own their own homes; 7 percent 
rent; 2 percent lease their homes and the remaining 5 percent did not 
respond to the question.
Table 15
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Chapter k 
C0NCIZJSI0N3
In addition to the more specific items listed in the text of 
this study this research should be viewed in a broader context. Some 
ideas regarding the significance of the research and the direction 
for future research in the area are presented in this chapter.
Significance of the Research
The insurance industry is an essential factor in the daily 
lives of most of the people in the United States, Yet, as a profession, 
little ha.s been written about the people who make these services 
available to the consumer. This research has addressed the problem of 
establishing a profile of the insurance agency and insurance agents.
One of the main contributions of the research was the establish­
ment of a benchmark against which future research in the industry can 
be compared. Most of the statistical data displayed in the text of 
the report was developed as a starting point against which future 
research can measure the changes in selected variables. The industry 
asked for the development of this data base and has committed itself 
to a continuing effort to provide its membership with information to 
improve both its service to the community and to its personnel. When 
further research is undertaken, agency changes and trends in staff 
qualifications and patterns can be recorded within the industry.
44
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The second contribution of the research was the development of 
both an agency profile and a personnel profile within the agency.
The agency was examined as a part of the community. Agency location, 
type of business organization and other existing characteristics of 
agencies were examined in the study. These data can be used by the 
agency to examine its own operations in Ught of a statewide survey 
of similar agencies. As business conditions and populations change 
over time, the agency may want to shift its location or operations to 
take advantage of the current conditions.
The personnel profile of agency owners and employees developed 
by the study is by no means a comment on what makes a successful 
insurance employee or manager. The profile does provide the industry 
with a look at some of the commonalities in background, income and 
working conditions of the people who serve the industry in Montana. 
Hopefully it will assist agencies in attracting and holding better 
and more qualified employees. Data on nationality, residence, club 
activities and other characteristics displayed in the text of the 
study are designed to provide agencies with some additional data on 
the types of personnel characteristics common to current employees.
As examples of how these data might be used, this paper points out that 
current employees have been residents of Montana for extended periods. 
Most of them were b o m  in the state and have some college training in 
their background. College-trained people who were bom and have lived 
in Montana for several years appear to be a logical choice for new 
employees. They would have a great deal in common with the current 
insurance personnel and the clientele of the area. using these
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and other characteristics the agency can make some progress in its 
effort to recruit and hold a better grade of employee.
Finally, this research has resulted in three suggestions as to 
possible ways in which the agency might improve its operations. Employ­
ment of minority persons within the agencies was discussed in previous 
chapters. If the agency has significant minority populations in its 
primaiy coverage area, efforts to employ minority persons might improve 
the agency image. Second, there appears to be some evidence to support 
the hypothesis that smaller agencies are consolidating in an effort 
to provide better service to the community and a more diversified basis 
for the agency by offering multiple lines of insurance within a single 
business location. The last area of possibility for improvement may 
be directed to the industry as well as the agency. combining the 
needs for advanced training courses among all the agencies in a given 
region, college level training for insurance personnel appears to be 
a real possibility in Montana. Forty-seven percent of the agencies of 
the state are located in or near cities where college facilities are 
available. Etjr using the certified life and casualty underwriters that 
responded to the survey to supplement the college staff, the industry 
appears to have the opportunity to offer its employees highly special­
ized insurance training at little or no cost to the individual.
Direction of Future Research
In developing a study of this type several difficulties in 
design were encountered. Most of these difficulties would have been 
overcome by approaching the study differently. The first and perhaps
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the most important of these difficulties was the amount of statistical 
data generated by the study. In this first study the development of 
a benchmark was one of the primary purposes of the study. The response 
rate of 25 percent of the total agencies contacted provided that 
reference point. Based on a computer analysis of selected data 
elements from this first survey, a randomly chosen sample of 100
Qquestionnaires was selected from the returns. When the results of 
this smalier run were compared to the entire data base no significant 
differences were observed. Based on the results of this internal 
testing,it is believed that if 250 agencies were contacted and a $0 
percent return ratio could be achieved, the results would be very 
acceptable. Further, by significantly reducing the sample size and 
thus its associated cost, more time could be devoted to following up 
the slow respondents and to making personal contact with the agencies. 
Sensitive issues such as income, taxes and other economic questions, 
as well as some personal questions, can be more effectively handled in 
a person-to-person setting. In most cases the data received from agencies 
where personal contact was possible was far more complete than data 
received through mailed returns. It is believed that a significantly 
reduced sample size in conjunction with extensive follow-up activities 
and personal interviews where possible would produce a better report 
with more manageable data at reduced cost.
QIn this analysis only completed returns were selected for the 
partial run; i.e., a numeric value had to be present in the field 
before selection.
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In this first attempt at developing an accurate portrait of 
insurance personnel some general aspects of the agency and its 
personnel have been recorded. This first step toward a better under­
standing of overall business climate and personnel analysis can be 
furthered with additional research in more specific areas. As 
mentioned earlier, one important area which needs more specific research 
is the correlation between individual Income and education. The 
aggregate level of income and education of employees presented here 
makes no allusion to the individual. Because of the question design, 
the correlation between individual income and education was lost. A 
study of this type would make possible direct correlation between 
income and education which in turn could be used in selecting additional 
employees and the selection of additional training for current employees.
A second aspect in which further research is needed is the 
economic impact of insurance on the economy of the state. Any 
industry in Montana which provides 5,000 or more jobs is a major 
employer. In addition the insurance industry provides long-term loans 
to business and industry, pays claims presented by its policyholders 
and provides rental properties through agencies in the state. These 
economic considerations lead to questions like "Does Montana receive 
more benefits from insurance companies than it pays out in premiums?" 
and "What is the industry’s total financial investment in Montana?"
Some economic indicators are displayed in the study but more specific 
data should be developed for use by the industry and the public.
The third area of suggested additional research is a continuation 
of the personnel profile established in this report. As the insurance
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industry grows and exjjands the marketing people providing these services 
will change. The industry itself has indicated its continuing interest 
in upgrading the professional training of its employees and services 
to the people of Montana. To evaluate this effort and to stay abreast 
of current trends in the industry, additional research in this area is 
recommended. This research provides an isolated portrait of the current 
agency and personnel characteristics within Montana. With further 
research, patterns of change and predictions about the future can be 
accurately developed.
In snmmary, research of the type conducted in this study must 
continue to monitor the profile of insurance agents and the agencies 
they represent. The research effort establishes the industry*s current 
position in its effort to upgrade and train its personnel. In the next 
few years Montana may experience major shifts in population and the 
corresponding demand for personal services. This project is a starting 
point the industry can continue to monitor and record the changes in 
its effort to stay abreast of the changing needs of the business 
communities and their clientele.
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AGENCY QUESTIONNAIRE
NOTE: This form is strictly confidential and is to be destroyed as
quickly as the data are listed therefrom. No portion of the published 
data will be identifiable t-rith your agency, nor will it be seen by the 
Insurance Commissioner, State Tax Commissioner or any local, state, or 
federal official.
Please indicate your agency total income from insurance business (all 
classes) for 1969 bj» filling in the ’following blanlc.
Gross Income in 1969: S
Approximately what percentage of your total insurance income originates 
from the following sources;
Property & liability Premiums on Personal lines;
Property & liability Premiums on Commercial lines; 4>
life Insurance, Accident & Health Proitiums;
Sales of Securities and Mutual Funds:  jS
Kind of business organization you have: Corporation _______
Partnership ________  Single Proprietorship ________ (Check one)
Number of Owners; . Owners defined as follows;
(1) Corporation; StockhoJjdors actively engaged In the business.
(2) Partnership: Partners actively engaged in the business. (3) In­
dividual Propriotorship; Persons actively engaged in the business with 
whom the primary owner of the business would share net income.
Personnel Detail; Please irclude the age (nearest birthday) of all 
personnel (including owners) whether full or part time.
Male Female Male Female
15 to 19 years ____  ______  45 to 49 years ____  ______
20 to 24 years ____  ______  50 to 5^ years ____  ______
25 to 29 years ____  ______  55 to 59 years ____  ______
30 to 34 years _ ______  60 to 64 years _____ ______
35 to 39 years ________ 65 to 69 years _____________
40 to 44 years _____ _______ ?0 and over _____ _______
Designate the following:
Total number of personnel in your agency: Male  Female ______
Total number of full-time non-sales personnel In your agency:
Male:   Female; _
Total number of licensed Agent Producers you have; 
Total number of licensed Solicitors in your agency:
The typical work week (number in each classification):
Male Female Mala Female
0 to 9 hours ____    4d to 49 hours _____ ______
10 to 19 hours ______ ______  50 to 59 hours _____ ______
20 to 29 hours _____ _______ 60 and over ____  ^_____
Please designate the number of part-time persons in your agency:
Part time (less than 40 hours par week or loss than 48 weeks per year);
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Wages I Salaries, Commissions and Income, (Please Indicate number of personnel In each wage group.)OWNERS____ FULL TIME_____PART TIHEMale Female Male Female Male Female
$ 0 to $ 9991,000 to 1,9992,000 to 2.9993,000 to 3,9994,000 to 4,9995,000 to 5,9996,000 to 6,9997,000 to 7.9998,000 to 8,9999,000 to 9,99910,000 to 12,499
12,500 to 14,99915.000 to 17,49917,500 to 19,999
20,000 to 29,99930.000 to 39,99940,000 to 49,99950.000 and over
Educational backgri 1. (List the highest formal educational attain­ment of your personnel by numbers In each classification below.)NumberHighest level of educational attainment Male Female
8th grade or less ___ ____Some high school but did not graduate High School GraduateCommercial or Business college training College1 year2 years3 yearsGraduated from College Masters Degree C.L.U. and/or C.P.C.Ü.Highest number of parts passed C.L.U.C.P.C.U.Professional School above College Degree Law DegreeCertified Public Accountant Company Schools L.O.M.A.L. 1. A. M. A.L.U.T.C.1.1.A.Other (Designate what It is)
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If Insurance is not your sole source of business income, indicate thepercentage of the total attributable to insurance: ____________ %NOTE: The researcher will use this percentage figure to determine how muchtaxes, wages, salaries, and other expenses grows out of the Insurance business in your office.
Expenses: (Please show the following)Dollar amount of federal taxes and license fees, etc., paid the the State of Montana or any of its political subdivisions, i.e., county and city. Dollar amount : $_______________________
Expenses other than wages, salaries, commissions and taxes shown on the second page of the questionnaire. Include rent, office maintenance, advertising, utilities, supplies, employees share of any state or federal tax or social security program, and all other purchases of goods and services from Montana residents or Montana offices of out-of-state firms. Dollar amount for 1969:$ .
Dollar amount of commissions, wages, salaries, and other compensations paid to all agency personnel (including owners) year 1969: $______________
How do you classify your insurance operation?Independent Agent, Property & Liability ___Independent Agent, Life _______________
(Check one)
Independent Agent, Property & Liability and LifeBranch Office, Property & Liability ________Branch Office, Life_________ _Branch Office, Property & Liability and Life __General Agent, Property & Liability ________General Agent, Life _______ ____________General Agent, Property & Liability and Life
What is the location of your office relative to the main street of your community? (Check one)In the central community area  ______ , In your own residence withinthe city limits community area Shopping Center outside the central Separate office but removed from downtown community center or shopping center, Other (describe)
What percentage of your insurance operation is now handled by your own electronic data processing equips None ? (Check one)1 to 25%26 to 50%.51 to 75%76 to 100%
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PAST II
To be filled out by the primary owner or agent of the agency,
1. Marital status:Married_____ Separated_____ Divorced   Widowed_____
2. Number of children living at home_
3. Number of years you have been in the Insurance buslnessj
Area of primary business coverage by percentage of total business : Fire____ % Casualty____ % Life____ % Health % Other
5, Uliat is the average distance of the legally insured risk from your agency?
______  miles.
6. Are you a native Montanan by birth? Yes ____  No_____
7. If not a native Montanan, In what state or country were your born?
8. From what nationality did your parents descend?A. English G. ItalianB. French II. SwissC. Norwegian I. IrishD. Swedish J. Japanese orE. Spanish ChineseF. German K. American IndianL. Other ■ -*Note— If more than one. circle combinations.
9. How many miles did you drive last year in pursuit of your business operation? _______  miles.
10. How many automobiles do you own? _____
11. How many claims did you record against these automobiles last year:Comprehensive______ Collision_____  Liability_____
12. To how many clubs or fraternal organizations, including business and professional groups, do you belong? ______
13. Check the following if you are or have been a member of any of them within the past three years.
A. Adult church group   N. Jaycces__________ ___B. Scouting   O. V.F.W.___________ ___C. Sons of Norway   P. Oddfellows________ ___D. Knights of Columbus   Q. EaglesE. Soroptimists   R, Eastern Star
F. Toastmaster or S. American LegionToastmlstress   T. Military ReserveG. Athletic Booster Club ___  (Any branch)H. Country Club   U. Hobby ClubsI. Racing or Antique (Crafts, Paint, etc.)Auto Club   V. Others __________J, Card Club ___  __________K. Masons    ______L. Moose ____ ____________M. Elks
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V C S T M C N T  C O M M i S * - i t i N t n  
4 T A T €  F i R C  M A R Î i X A l .
IIkUICK/V. M  C)N1'AN’A.
.îuly 1970
To: All the Insurance Agencies in Montnnn
Re: Project to Research Insurance in Montana (PRIM)
The contribution of the insurance business to the growth and development 
of Montana is large and important. We now have an opportunity to col­
lect the data and look at the dimensions of this great business in Mon­
tana. To do this means a few minutes of your time.
The University of Montana has been funded to research the financial and 
personal aspects of the insurance business in Montana. With the encour­
agement of the insurance agents of Montana and with the financial re­
sources of the Montana Insurance Education Foundation, this research is 
being carried on b->r the Univeraitv of Montana. Agency information will 
be put with company data, and reports from the Commissioner's office to 
round out the total picture of our business in Montana for the past 
year.
Enclosed is a nuestionnaire which this office asks you to review, fill 
out completelv, and mail promptly in the seif-addressed stamped envelope. 
Pretesting shows that this will take about IÇ minutes of your time. It 
probably should he filled out by the primary owner of the agency. Note 
that it is in two parts.
Please note that there is no way to trace the Identity of this form.
Do not sign the form. Your total anonymity is desired.
In order to assure you of strict confidence of this report, please re­
turn the completed form directly to T . E. Pease, Associate Professor, 
School of Rusiness Administration, University of Montana, Missoula, 
Montana 59801; telephone number 21i3-??33. Any questions about the 
form should be directed to him. Upon completion of this research the 
information will be available to you.
The Office of the Commissioner of Insurance anticipates a 100 per cent 
return of this form. Your cooperation is greatly appreciated. We ask 
that the form be returned from your office within ten days.
Yours very truly.
3nny" 0 ^E. V. "Son Omholt 
Commissioner of Insurance
Enclosure
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CONFIDENTIALPART 1 of 2 PARTS 
AGENCY QUESTIONNAIREAGENCY DATA:
Note: This form is strictly confidential and Is to be destroyed as quickly as the dataare listed therefrom. No portion of the published data is Identifiable with your agency, nor will it be seen by the Commissioner of Insurance, State Tax Commissioner or any local. State, or federal official.
1. Please indicate your agency’s total income from insurance business (all classes) for 1969 by filling in the following blank.
Gross Income in 1969: $
2. Aproximatcly what percentage of your total insurance income originates from the following sources :Property 6 Liability Premiums on Personal Lines: ______________ %Property 6 Liability Premiums on Commercial Lines: _______ %Life Insurance, Accident & Health Premiums: %Sales of Securities and Mutual Funds: %.
3. What is the dollar value net worth of your agency? $_________  .000.
4. What kind of business organization is your agency? (Check one.)Single Proprietorship; ______ .Partnership :Corporation:
5. What is the number of owners of your agency?Note: "Owners" defined as follows: (1) Proprietorship— Persons actively engagedin the business with whom the primary owner of the business would share net income.(2) Partnership— Partners actively engaged in the business. (3) Corporation—  Stockholders actively engaged in the business.
6. Designate the following:
Total number of personnel in your agency: Male______ FemaleNumber of full time non-sales personnel in your agency: Male________ Female_Number of Licensed Agent Producers you have: ___________________Number of Licensed Solicitors in your agency: ____________ ____
7. Personnel Detail: Please include the age (nearest birthday) of all agency personnel(including owners) whether full or part time.
Number NumberMale Female Male Female15 to 19 years 45 to 49 years20 to 24 years 50 to 54 years25 to 29 years 55 to 59 years30 to 34 years 60 to 64 years35 to 39 years 65 to 69 years40 to 44 years 70 and over
NOTE; PLEASE ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS AS OF DECEMBER 30, 1969.
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CONFIDENTIAL
8. The typical work week (number In each clasalflcatlon).Male Female Male Female
0 to 9 hours _______   40 to 49 hours10 to 19 hours _______   50 to 59 hours20 to 29 hours ___ *__________ 60 and over30 to 39 hours ____
9. Please designate the number of part time persons in your agency;Part time (Less than 40 hours per week or less than 48 weeks per year)
10. Wages, Salaries, Commissions and Income growing out of the insurance business in your agency: (Please indicate number of personnel in each wage group.)
OIWEKS FULL TIME PART TIMEMale Female Male Female Male Female$ 0 to $ 9991,000 to 1,9992,000 to 2,9993,000 to 3,9994,000 to 4,9995,000 to 5,9996,000 to 6,9997,000 to 7,9998,000 to 8,9999,000 to 9,99910,000 to 12,499
12,500 to 14,99915,000 to 17,49917,500 to 19,999
20,000 to 29,99930,000 to 39,99940,000 to 49,99950,000 and over
11. Dollar amount of all commissions, wages, salaries, and other compensations paid to agency personnel (including owners) for 1969; $________________ .
12. If insurance is not your sole source of business income, indicate the percentage of the total attributable to Insurance: %
13. What is the general source of other agency income: (Example: Tax work, realestate, banking, etc.)
_X
X
Mote: Totals of questions 12 and 13 should add up to 100 per cent.
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CONFIDENTIAL
14. Expenses : (Please show the following)Dollar amount of taxes and license fees, etc., paid to the following governmental divisions, including real and personal taxes:
Federal taxes and fees : $
State taxes and fees : $
City and/or county taxesand fees: $
Total $
15. All agency expenses other than wap.es. salaries, commissions, and taxes shown in questions No. 10 and No, 14. Include rent, office maintenance, advertising, utilities, supplies, employees' share of any state or federal tax or social security program and all other purchases of goods and services from Montana residents or Montana offices of out-of-state firms.Dollar amount for 1969; $
16. Educational background. (List the highest formal educational attainment of your personnel by numbers in each classification below.)
Highest level of education attainment Male Female8th grade or less ___ ____Some high school but did not graduate ___ ____High school graduate ___ ____Commercial or business college training ___ ____College1 year________________________________ ___ ____2 years___________________________________ ____3 years___________________________________ ____Graduated from college ___ ____Masters Degree ___ ____C.L.U. and/or C.F.C.U.Highest number of parts passedC.L.U. ___ ____C.F.C.U.   ____Professional school above college degreeLaw Degree_____________________________ ___Certified Public Accountant ___ ____Insurance education diplomasL.O.M.A. ___ ____L. I. A.M.A.   ______L.U.T.C. ___ ____State Association seminars _____ _______OtherPlease designate:___________________  ___ ____
17. How many of your former employees other than secretarial and clerical personnel have left your agency in the past three years? ______________(Number)
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CONFIDENTIAL
18, Where did they go? (Give number after each category.)
Number
Demised : _____Military Service: . ____Other: (Please specify)
19. What Is the location of your office relative to the main street of your community? (Check one.)In the central community area: ______In your own residence within the city limits: ______Shopping center outside the central community area; ______Separate office but removed from down town communitycenter or shopping center: ______
20. How do you classify your insurance agency operation? (Check one.)Independent Agent, Property & Liability:Independent Agent, Life: Health:Independent Agent, Property & Liability & Life :Branch Office, Property & Liability:Branch Office, Life: Health:Branch Office, Property & Liability & Life
21. On the average, how far from your office does your typical client reside?_________________ miles
22. How many automobiles are engaged in your agency business? (Number)
23. How many miles did you drive last year in pursuit of your business operation?miles
724. How many claims did you record against these automobiles last year
Comprehensive:   Collision:   Liability: _______(Number) (Number) (Number)
25. What percentage of your insurance operation is now handled by electronic data processing equipment? (Check one.)
None : ____1 to 25% ____25% to 50% ____51% to 75% ____76% to 100% ____
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PART 2 of 2 PARTS
COKFIDENTIALPERSONAL QUESTIONNAIREPERSONAL DATA:
Note: This form is also strictly confidential and is to be destroyed as quickly asthe data are listed therefrom. No portion of the published data is identifiable with your agency, nor will it be seen by the Insurance Commissioner, State Tax Commissioner or any local, state, or federal official. (It asks information about the principal owner or operator of the agency.)
1. What is your age? (Nearest birthday.) _________________
2. What is your marital status? (Check one.)Married , Separated____ ,_Divorced____ , Widowed____ , Singlê
3. How many children do you have? ____________ (Number)
4. How many years have you been in the insurance business? _________(Number)
5. Are you a native Montanan by birth? Yes No  (Check one.)
6. If not a native Montanan, in what state or country were you bom? _______
7. How long have you been a resident of Montana? ___________  years.
8. From what nationality did your parents descend? (Check one or more.)English   Italian_____ _French   Swiss________Norwegian   Irish________Swedish   Oriental______Spanish    American Indian__German   Other (Please specify)____ _____Negro ______________________________
9. To how many clubs or fraternal organizations, including business and professional groups, do you belong? ____________ (Number)
10. Check each of the following to which you are or have been a member within the past three years:Adult church group ______ Oddfellows ______Scouting___________ _____ Eagles__________________Sons of Norway__________ __ Eastern Star________ ______Knights of Columbus ______ American Legion______ ______Soroptimists________ ____ _ Lions_____________ _____Toastmaster _____ Rotary . ____Toastmlstress ______ Kiwanis ______Athletic "Booster" Club _____ _ Military ReserveCountry Club   (Any Branch) ______Racing or Antique Auto ___ __ Hobby ClubsCard Club    (Crafts, Paint, Etc.) ______Masons ______ Moose_____________ ______Elks ______ Other (Please specify) ______Jaycees _______________ ________ ______V.F.W. ______ _________  ______
NOTE: PLEASE ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS AS OF DECEMBER 30, 1969.
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CONFIDENTIAL
11. Do you rent , lease , or own  your own home? (Check one.)
12. Do you rent or lease to others conimercial and/or farm property within the state?Yes  No_(Check one.)If answered Yes, how many? Commercial property: _____Farm-Ranches : ______
13. Do you rent or lease other residences or apartment buildings within the state ona full or part time basis to others? Yes  No (Check one.) If Yes,how many? (Check one.)Rent and/or LeaseOne_________2 to 5________More than S ___
14. Of what religious faith are you? (Check one.)Protestant___ , Catholic___ , Jewish___ , Other________ ,_None___ .
15. With what military service were you or are you associated? (Check one.)Army , Navy , Marines , Air Force , Coast Guard ,
Other_______________________________________ None___ .(R.A.F. or similar military force. Be specific.)
16. What was the highest rank obtained during that service? ___________
17. Was your first experience in the insurance business a full time basis?Yes____ No___ (Check one.)
18. List other occupations in which you were employed before becoming involved in the insurance Industry, if any. (List last one first.)
19. Is the insurance business as you see it practiced in Montana today a profession?Yes No___  (Check one.)
20. Did you hold membership in your local association of property-llability agents (Local Board) for the year 1969? Yes  No  (Check one.)
21. Did you belong to your state association of property-llability agents (Montana Association of Insurance Agents; Montana Association of Mutual Agents) for the year 1969? Yes  No  (Check one.)
22. Do you belong to your local life (health) insurance underwriters' association? (B.A.L.U., H.A.L.D., N.M.A.L.U., S.A.L.U., W.A.L.Ü.) Yes   No  (Check one.)
23. Do you belong to your state association of life (health) underwriters? (M.A.L.U.)Yes____ No___  (Check one.)
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Distribution of Returns by City
One Response
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Distribution of Returns by City
Multiple Responses
Name of City Name of City
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Distribution of Returns by City
Multiple Responses
Name of City Name of City














Twelve Responses Fifty Responses
Miles City Great Falls
Nineteen Responses Fifty-Three Responses
Butte Billings
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APPENDIX G 
DATA PRESENTATION 
STATISTICAL TESTS OF THE DATA
Appendix C is devoted to the evaluation of the data provided 
by the computer analysis. Included in this section are some tables 
displaying the hand-tabulated data, where the table became too burdensome 
to include in the text of the paper.
The data are presented for the inspection of the reader and 
for those doing additional research on this subject.
Evaluation of the Data
Two computer programs were used to analyze the data. The first 
program provided the sum, mean, median, mode and standard deviation 
for all the variables gathered in the suirvey. The results of this 
analysis are displayed in the tables that follow.
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o The following tables were developed ty summarizing the raw data provided
3= by the BMD02R program. Each of the statistics provided by the computer
o are shown for the convenience of the reader. Statistics which were
5 considered useful and/or significant are designated as indicated by the
CO example. All entries which had no numerical value or those not answered
by the respondents, do not appear on the tables due to program limitation.
nc
3.




Number Years In Ins. Bus. 7,008.00 14.45 10.40 322.0 485
"D
1C Number Years Mt. Res. 18,330.00 37.33 16.79 443.0 491sz
o'3 Total Agency Income 16,144.00 43,280.00 88.11 3,757,223.0 373
■oS3" 1,000 Dollars
CT
2. Property & liability Prem. 21,143.00 64.86 37.15 667,839.0 326s on Personal lines-Per cent
oc Property & liability Prem. 8,189.00 25.04 23.59 269,934.0 327
"o§ on Comm. lines-Per cent(/)■C/)
o' life Ins., Acc. & Health 9,180.00 33.87 32.86 522,586.0 2713 Premium-Per cent
Sales of Securities and 736.00 12.91 8.68 36,493.0 57
Mutual Funds-Per cent
























Variable Name Sum X Mean Std. Dev. Sum Dev. So. No. Obs.
Number Male Employées 1,028.00 2.53 5.24 13,295.0 406
Number Female Employees 470.00 2.16 2.20 2,335.0 218
Number of Non-Sales Males 157.00 2.66 1.73 1,454.0 59
Number of Non-Sales Females 306.00 2.19 1.98 1,899.0 140
Number of licensed Agents 932.00 3.17 6.63 21,279.0 294
Number of Solicitors 154.00 1.60 .84 343.0 96
Number of Part-time Workers 271.00 1.87 1.24 742.0 145
Total Wages, Salaries & 
Commissions-1,000 Dollars
7,398.00 26.05 40.94 811,338.0 284
Percent Income from Insurance 842.00 4.23 2.84 3,894.0 199
Percent of Outside Incone 1,084.00 5.53 3.34 5,401.0 196
Amount of Federal Taxes-$1000 803.00 3.79 4.64 10,423.0 212
Amount of State Taxes-$1000 203.00 2.21 1.76 1,504.0 92
Amount of Local & City Taxes 
$100
1,474.00 7.56 8.24 32,890.0 195










Variable Name Sum X Mean Std. Dev. Sum Dev. So. No. Obs.
8
3.
Other Agency Expenses-$1000 3,239.00 13.06 17.42 146,808.0 248
CÛ
Number of Persons Leaving 199.00 2.55 1.39 931.0 78i3
CD
Agency




CD■DO Number Auto in Agency 705.00 1.99 3.11 4,696.0 354
Q.C
aO Number Miles Traveled 6,480.00 21.39 31.80 489,356.0 3033■D
O
Number Comprehensive Claims 79.00 1.34 .51 124.0 59
1—HCDQ.




Number of liability Claims 9.00 1.13 .15 11.0 8





The second program, CROSTABS, provided two additional 
statistics— Chi Square and Phi. The ensuing paragraphs are designed 
to familiarize the reader with these statistics. For the most part the 
material is summarized from the CROSTABS instructions booklet provided 
by Mr. Richard Anderson,^ the originator of the program. Mr. Anderson 
developed the program for the Highway Department of Montana.
Chi Square (with the Yates Correction)
Because of the relatively low response ratio on the question­
naire a statistical test was required to test the validity of the 
response. Chi Square provides a statistical test of departure from 
independence or total non-predictability. "Specifically, Chi Square 
(%2) allows us to test the hypothesis that any association we observe 
is a result of sampling variation from the population in which the 
association is zero."^^ More specifically, Chi Square allows us to 
examine whether or not the divergencies observed in the data could 
happen as a matter of chance. For this paper a significance of ,05 has 
been chosen. That is, if the observed variation in data could have
^Professor Richard Anderson, Instructor in Management, 
University of Montana.
^^linton C. Freeman, Elementary Applied Statistics for Students 
in Behavioral Science. (John Wiley & Son, Inc.; New York, London, 
Sydney; 19^5), p. 215.
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occurred five times in 100 we can reject the significance of the data 
in that the premise could have happened as a matter of statistical 
chance.
Chi Square is most useful when the following criteria are
present:
(1) Two polytomies A and B in the chosen sample;
(2) Independence between groups;
(3) No relevant underlying continuum;
(4) No natural ordering of interest within the sample; and
(5) All the cells in the table are capable of being 
occupied by any number of entries.
In some cases some data cells may not be filled with entries from 
the data. This factor has a tendency to foreshadow the relevance in 
that specific case, but it is not a general criticism of the statistic.
Chi Square has no given range of significance. To obtain 
relevance, the user must consult tables to determine the relevant 
range of desirability with the number of degrees of freedom within the 
sample. The Yates correction factor is included automatically in all 
2 x 2  contingency tables displayed fcy the computer and is ignored for 
larger tables in the program. In all cases N will vary depending on the 
number of numerical responses to each question. In all cases K can­
not exceed 499 and the number of categories cannot exceed a 10 x 10
ptable or be smaller than 2 x 2 .  The sample distribution of X as 
computed was based upon sample size. This consideration was handled 
automatically by the computer in doing the computation.
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A simple method of determining the degrees of freedom in 
tests is to subtract one from the number of rows in the array and 
multiply this hy the number of columns minus one. This is shown by 
the formula:
dfx2 = (R-1)(C-1)
where R = the number of rows in the array
C = the number of columns in the array^^
When only one degree of freedom is present in the sample 
statistic, it is identical to
x ^  = z2 = N(lad - bel - 2 )
( a4b ) ( c4d ) ( a4c ) (b-Ki )
The computed value of Chi Square (X^) measures the discrepancy between
the set of observed frequencies and the set of theoretical frequencies.
But, is that discrepancy extreme? Is the distribution of observed
frequencies unusual in view of the hypothesis?^
Chi Square is used here to test the relationship between each 
pair of variables. The hypothesis is that there is a relationship 
between variable A and the variable B, e.g.. Variable 9 Owners Age and 
Variable 10 Number of Tears in the Insurance Business. The Null 
Hypothesis is that there is no association between A and B and that 
any association that seems to be present in the data appears as a 
matter of chance. The numeric value of Chi Square provides a basis
^Ibid., pp. 223-2h. 
^Ibid., pp. 215-21.
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for rejection of the hypothesis. The region of rejection consists of all 
values of Chi Square which are so large that the probability associated 
with its occurrence under the null hypothesis is equal to or less than 
five in 100. If the computed value of Chi Square is less than the criti­
cal value, as provided by the table considering the degrees of freedom, 
the association between the variables is greater than can be expected 
to occur five percent of the time, and we accept the Null Hypothesis.
The association could have occurred by statistical chance. If the com­
puted value of Chi Square is larger than the critical value, we can 
accept the hypothesis; there is an association between variables A and B. 
Table 1? displays the computed value of Chi Square. In 62.5 percent of 
the variables presented, there is an association. Three notable pairs of 
variables show an unexpected lack of association. Total agency income 
and home ownership of the principal agent display no apparent association. 
The computed value of Chi Square of 16.0281 compares with the table 
value of 26.3 0.* Number of years in the insurance business and home 
ownership compares with the value of 27.59^7. The second association is 
not as strong as was expected but it does show an association. This 
would indicate that income is not as strong a factor in home ownership 
as is length of time in business.
A second notable exception is number of years in insurance 
business and type of business organization. Most older agencies are 
single proprietorships or partnerships so it was expected that the 
correlation would be very close. In spite of this expectation the 
computed value of Chi Square was only I5.I667 as opposed to 26.30
*See John E. Freund, Modem Elementary Statistics. (Prentice-Hall, 
Inc.; Englewood Cliffs, N.J.; Second Edition; I96O) p. 386; or any stand­
ard table of X values.















1 Total Agency Income 1 Type of Business 3 16 77.9431 X
3CD (1969) Organization
"nc Total Agency Income 1 Geographic Location of 5 32 75.7970 X
3"CD (1969) Agency
O"OQ Total Agency Income 1 Amount of EDP in Use 8 32 109.2385 XQ.Ca (1969) by Agencyo3 Total Agency Incmne 1 Years in Insurance 10 64 131.4760 X
O3" (1969) Business
<—HCDQ. Total Agency Income 1 Home Ownership 14 16 16.0281 X$ 
1—H3" (1969)C
"O Total Agency Income 1 Other Property Owned 15 8 16.8400 XCD
1 (1969)
(/)o' Total Agency Income 1 Insurance as a 18 8 12.6544 X
(1969) Profession











df Observed Hq 
Value Hi
CD
8 Net Worth of Agency 2 Amount of EDP in Use 8 32 87.0395 X
ci'3" (1969) by Agency
i3 'Type of Business 3 Total Wages, Salaries 4 16 60.4458 XCD Organization & Commissions Paid
?3.3" Type of Business 3 Geographic Location 5 6 32.2929 XCD
3 Organization of Agency"OoQ. Type of Business 3 Number of Miles 7 16 20.4387 XCaO Organization Traveled3■DO Type of Business 3 Amount of EDP in Use 8 8 14.9462 X3"CT
1—H
Ârganization by Agency
CDQ.g «—► Owner’s Age 9 Total Agency Income 1 56 70.5103 XOC_ Owner’s Age 9 Years in Insurance 10 56 293.1797 X"OCDi Businessw'c/)o"3 Owner’s Age 9 Horae Ownership 14 14 33.6686 X
Owner's Age 9 Other Property Owned 15 7 15.5531 X
























Years in Insurance 
Business
Years In Insurance 
Business
Years in Insurance 
Business
Years in Insurance 
Business
Years in Insurance 
Business
Years in Insurance 
Business
Years Montana Resident
Insurance as a 
Profession











Net Worth of Agency






































8 Insurance as a 18 Beginning Experience in 17 1 9.7841 X(O'3* Profession Insurance Business
i3 Insurance as a 18 Membership in Local 19 1 0.1884 X
“n Profession P & L Associationc3.3" Insurance as a 18 Membership in State 20 1 0.8329 X
CD Profession P & L Association
OQ.c Insurance as a 18 Membership in Local 21 1 2.3514 Xao Profession L & H Association
■D Insurance as a 18 Membership in State 22 1 1.4791 X
CT1—HCDQ.





for the critical value. This could be an indication of the changing 
form of insurance organization within the state. The younger 
corporations and consolidated insurance business organizations may 
be exerting a force for change in the state.
Type of business organization and the amount of electronic 
data processing equipment in use in the business operation also does 
not show a correlation. In some very small agencies the respondent 
marked the 100 percent block on question 25» This response may have 
come from the use of computers to service policies once they are in 
effect. For this reason and the fact that the question was not 
specific enough, the data is inconclusive.
Phi and Pearson's Contingency Coefficient
Phi and Pearson's Contingency Coefficient (C) are similar 
statistics and are computed by the program automatically depending 
upon the size of the statistical table. If the table is 2 x 2, the 
Phi coefficient is calculated; when the table is larger than 2 x 2 ,  
the contingency coefficient (C) is computed.
The contingency coefficient and Phi measure the extent of 
association between two sets of variables. These statistical measure­
ments are useful when the following factors are present: (1) two
polytomers A and B are being examined; (2) no relevant underlying 
continuum are present in both variables; and (3) no relevant under­
lying ordering of interest is present.
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The range of the correlation coefficient is from zero to plus 
or minus one,^3 Zero represents no association between variables 
and one equates a complete association. These values should be consid­
ered as the limit of valid coefficients. A second limitation is that 
of the table size, previously mentioned. Other limitations are:
(1) data must be arranged so that Phi can be logically computed or 
the contingency coefficient (C) cannot be computed, and (2) there is 
no way to compare correlation coefficients with any other non-parametric 
correlation measurements.^^ Phi is also related to Chi Square computed 
from a 2 X 2 table; (Chi Square is thus a function of Phi).
"The coefficient of correlation is an index number, not a 
measure on a linear scale of equal units. It should be noted that a 
value of - .6 0  indicates just as close a relationship as a value of 
+,60."15 Thus to effectively use the contingency coefficient, the sign 
of the value must be ignored.
The question regarding the size of r cannot be 
fully answered without making reference to particular 
uses of r. One common use is to Indicate the agree­
ment of scores on a test with measures of success 
established as a standard in the field. In education 
a standard might be an aptitude test with measures of 
academic or of vocational success. Such a correlation 
is known as a validity coefficient. It is an index of 
the predictive validity of the test. 16
P. Quilford, Fundamental Statistics in Psvehology and 
Education. (McGraw-Hill, 1956), p. 103.
^^rofessor Richard Anderson, CROSTABS. p. 29.
^%uilford, op. cit., p. 103.
^^Guilford, op. cit., p. 103.
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Any practical conclusion or decision based on the contingency 
coefficient is always a relative thing depending on the value of 
established ground rules, and the value has no real meaning as to 
numerical size or sign.
To speak of the correlation between independent 
variables is absurd. To use these statistics one has 
to explain carefully tdiich statistic is measured under 
what circumstances, from what population. Always the 
coefficient of correlation is purely relative to the 
circumstances under which it was obtained and should 
be interpreted in the light of these circumstances, 
very rarely, certainly, in an absolute sense.
In this, the first survey of insurance agencies and personnel,
the contingency coefficient was intended primarily as a bench mark
with which to compare future data. The values of this variable are
listed in Table 18 for examination of the reader.
The "C” values displayed in Table 18 range from O.6I5O to 0,0202.
The values for owner’s age and number of years in the insurance business
were high while insurance as a profession and membership in local
property and liability association were low. Generally the lower
associated values of "C" appeared on questions asking about insurance
as a profession as related to other variables. Agency age and income
as related to other financial measures had the highest contingency.
This pattern could have been expected for data of this kind.
17 Ibid., p. 105.
















Phi and Pearson's Contingency Coefficient (C)
Variable Name No. Variable Name No.
Observed
Value
Total Agency Income 
(1969)
1 Type of Business 
Organization
3 0,3972
Total Agency Income 
(1969)










1 Tears in Insurance 
Business
10 0.4618
Total Agency Inc (me
(1969)
1 Home Ownership 14 0.1799
Total Agency Income
(1969)
1 Other Property Owned 15 0.1814
Total Agency Income
(1969)
1 Insurance as a Profession 18 0.1613
Net Worth of Agency
(1969)
2 Type of Business 
Organization
3 0.3955
Net Worth of Agency
(1969)




73CD■DOQ.CgQ.g1—H3""OCD Table 18 (Continued)
1C/) ObservedC/)o"3O
Variable Name No, Variable Name No, Value
3CDO lÿpe of Business 3 Total Wages, Salaries 4 0.3562O
3. Organization & Commissions PaidCÛ
"Type of Business 3 Geographic Location 5 O.2I89i3CD Organization of Agency
"n Type of Business 3 Number of Miles 7 0.2164
3-3"CD Organization Traveled
"O Type of Business 3 Amount of EDP in Use 8 0.1880OQ.C Organization by AgencyaO3"O Owner’s Age 9 Total Agency Income 1 0.35^O3" Owner’s Age 9 Years in Insurance 10 0.6150
<—HCDQ. Business$ 1—H3"O Owner's Age 9 Home Ownership 14 0.2570
■OCD
3
Owner’s Age 9 Other Property Owned 15 0.1759
w'W Owner’s Age 9 Beginning Experience in 17 0.20033 Insurance Business



















Years in Insurance 
Business
Years in Insurance 
Business
Years in Insurance 
Business
Years in Insurance 
Business
Years in Insurance 
Business
Years Montana Resident
Insurance as a 
Profession
Insurance as a 
Profession
Insurance as a 
Profession












Net Worth of Agency








Rank in Military 
Service
Beginning Experience in 
Insurance Business
Membership in Local 




































Variable Name No, Variable Name No. Value
3 "
CD
8 Insurance as a 18 Membership in State 20 0.0423
ci' Profession P & L Association
ï Insurance as a 18 Membership in Local 21 -0.0709
3
CD Profession L & H Association
"n
c

































♦These single listings of nationality were programmed into the 
computer under the category "Other." They are shown here because no 
specific code was given to these minority listings in originally 
coding the data.
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Table 19.1 (continued)















*These double listings of nationality were not programmed into 
the computer because of the multiple ccanplexity of the coding system, 
as noted in the text of the paper.



























♦These triple listings of nationality were not programmed into 
the computer because of the multiple complexity of the coding system, 
as noted in the text of the paper.
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Table 19.3
Nationality of Parents 











"Blue-Blooded Yankees" (5 or more) 11
Total 26
♦These multiple listings of nationality were not programmed 
into the computer because of the multiple complexity of the coding 
system, as noted in the text of the paper.
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